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The Hon Paul de Jersey AC 
Chief Justice of Queensland 
 
I am very pleased to have the opportunity to address you briefly this morning.  I hope what 

I have to say will be of some interest. 

 

The first is to reaffirm a basic feature underlying our court system, and that is the 

complementary roles of the Judges and the profession, a relationship annually exemplified 

by the composition of this conference in Yeppoon.  Legal practitioners involved with the 

courts play a very important role in the discharge of our mission, the delivery of justice 

according to law, and there is, to my observation, a productively close relationship of that 

character in Central Queensland.   

 

Lawyers assist the courts in a number of indispensable ways.  I mention the most 

important:  competently assembling and presenting the relevant evidence; drawing 

attention to applicable legal principles; upholding an overriding ethical obligation to the 

court; ensuring the court is accurately informed about the law especially, even where 

contrary to the interests of the client; helping ensure a procedurally streamlined court 

operation; realistically advising the client, in the hope unmeritorious cases will not 

unnecessarily clog the court system; and through their public presentations, supporting the 

court as an institution, and thereby helping maintain public confidence in it.  The opening 

of the law year service at St Paul’s Cathedral on 27 July illustrated that support, for which I 

express gratitude. 

 

Some self-represented litigants have from time to time suggested there is some sort of 

unholy alliance between the court and the profession.  In truth, the collaboration to which I 

have referred works very much in the interests of all litigants, represented or not.  I thank 

you for your continuing support of the courts of law. 
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A feature of practice in a regional centre, unfortunately not so achievable in the metropolis, 

is the close cohesion of the profession, and its evident association with the courts.  Those 

features ensue, of course, from the comparative size of the regional centres and their 

professions.  I am always grateful to the resident Supreme and District Court Judges and 

Magistrates for the leadership roles they discharge so effectively in these regional centres, 

and I single out Justice Dutney, Judge Britton and Magistrates Hennessey and Springer.  

That has a significant consequence, in that it continually reminds the regional profession of 

its professional lineage.   

 

It is to the Supreme Court that a legal practitioner owes his or her professional legitimacy:  

it is that court which admits the practitioner to legal practice, and it is that court which is the 

effective ultimate determinant of professional standards.   

 

The term “officer of the court” is rather quaint and now rather old-fashioned, but it 

encapsulates a practitioner’s ultimate status.  That ‘status’ involves acknowledgement, or 

in modern terms, “accreditation’, by a high institution in which our people have enduring 

confidence.  That is a valuable acknowledgement, which spawns both benefit to the 

practitioner, and also, correlative obligation.  In the metropolitan centre, I fear newly-

admitted practitioners, many of whom will probably never enter the courthouse again, may, 

subjected to commercial pressure especially, tend to overlook these features; and it is also 

a risk, even, with long-standing practitioners carrying on non-litigation practices. 

 

And so a regional profession, for the reasons I have suggested, is more acutely reminded 

of the roots of its professional legitimacy.  It is the public which is the prospective 

beneficiary.   

 

Earlier this year, I participated for the first time in talk-back radio, with the presenter 

Madonna King on 612 ABC from Brisbane, and last week on 4CRB at Gold Coast with 

solicitor John Fradgley.   These were very interesting experiences, if demanding not to 

mention daunting.  There were many calls, and many which could not even be reached.  

The callers displayed considerable interest in the work of the courts, and not just the work 
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of the criminal courts, although there were many questions relating to the jury system in 

particular.  What struck me especially was the apparent depth of public interest in the work 

of this branch of government.   

 

If that experience was a reliable general indicator, then what I drew from it is reassuring.  It 

would be a sadly nihilistic community which did not show intelligent interest in the workings 

of such a significant branch of government.   

 

I mention this today to emphasize that significance, and that it is a significance which is 

recognized and monitored by the people, who are our real “constituents”. 

 

The institution has a number of material manifestations, being the courthouses, and 

Rockhampton boasts one of the finest recently constructed courthouses in the State.  I 

must say I was disappointed to note recently the gross under-use of the old heritage court 

buildings by the University, and the apparent lack of any substantial public resort to those 

buildings.  They are interesting architecturally and historically.  The Associate’s room in the 

old Supreme Court building still houses the Judge’s leather bound library, for example, 

which I understand cannot be moved because of the heritage stipulation, and therefore is 

not seen by our people.  Quite a lot of public money has been spent on those three 

buildings, which are in generally good repair.  In circumstances where the modern 

courthouse is becoming overstretched,  I have raised with the Director General the 

prospect of our resuming at least one of those buildings for important court-related uses.  I 

hope I do not presume to say I doubt the university would be averse to this.  Fine public 

buildings should not be left in a state of desuetude. 

 

As you know, we are now on track for the construction of a new Supreme and District 

metropolitan courthouse in Brisbane, a development long overdue.  The hope is that 

courthouse be opened in 2011, which will mark the 150th anniversary of the establishment 

of the Supreme Court of Queensland.  A design competition has been held, and on 1 June 

the Premier announced the winning design, which will be a spectacular, shimmering 

building with exteriors of glass, a beacon of the transparency which characterizes our 
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processes.  We are now moving into the phase of detailed design, and the input of the 

profession is welcomed.  I hope to be involved personally throughout the process. 

 

This should be a building not just for the people of Brisbane or South East Queensland, 

but a metropolitan courthouse for all Queenslanders.  We have striven for years for this:  in 

the interests of jurors, Court registry and administrative staff, the profession, prisoners, the 

public and many others. 

 

That this particular development has progressed to this point is also important for the 

whole State, insofar as we see the State government prepared to commit the substantial 

amounts of money necessary for the purpose:  it reflects the government’s serious interest 

in doing its best to uphold a critically important public institution. 

 

May I move finally from the broadly grand, to a very practical issue?  For a long time we 

have been concerned about the assessment of party and party costs in the Supreme and 

District Courts, especially because of the protracted and expensive nature of the process.  

There are considerable delays and backlogs within the Brisbane Registry.  Any backlog is 

intolerable.  It is not unknown for a costs assessment to extend over a period longer than 

the duration of the trial, and even to cost more than the trial itself:  those features are 

utterly unacceptable if not worse.  The Rules Committee is exploring, in an active, and 

proactive, way, establishing a regime under which accredited costs assessors will be 

available to assess costs.  We envisage the accreditation of appropriately experienced 

members of the legal profession.  They will be statutorily accorded, we expect, appropriate 

immunity and protection.  The relevant legislation, the Land Court Amendment Bill was 

introduced into the Legislative Assembly on 7 August.  The Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 

would apply to such an assessment.  I recently issued a practice direction covering interim 

arrangements, for both party and party and solicitor and client assessments, pending the 

necessary legislative and rule changes. 

 

There is also a current proposal that where an assessment involves issues of significant 

legal interest, and the determination of those issues may have relevance to other 
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assessments, the assessor furnish, with the determination, reasons in form for publication 

on the court webpage.  I am also proposing the Probate Registrar develop a practice of 

publishing reasons in interesting probate applications which come before him.   

 

This is the area of professional practice about which one hears the most criticism and 

adverse reflection.  That has been the case for some time, and we have for some time 

been considering, within the court, ways of dealing with it.  We have now reached a point 

of obligation to address it.  We look forward to our unveiling in the near future a new model 

which will render assessments in this area more predictable, less expensive, and more 

timely.  The likely position is assessments be made by accredited lawyers.  The 

philosophy in limiting the field to lawyers rests in their ethical duty to the court, their being 

subject to the disciplinary regime under the Legal Profession Act as to fitness to practise, 

and that actual experience in legal practice could helpfully inform some of the decisions to 

be made.  A wide field of productive work will nevertheless remain open for non-lawyer, 

professional cost assessors 

 

It goes without saying that the most desirable position, if it can be achieved, is that no 

comprehensive party and party costs assessment be necessary.  Where both sides are 

represented by experienced practitioners, they should be able to agree on a reasonable 

figure for costs, whether on the standard or indemnity basis.  In that case, either the costs 

may be dealt with by agreement, or the Judge may be asked to fix costs.  In the interests 

of efficiency, I recently published a practice direction headed “Agreed or fixed costs”.  It is 

intended to encourage parties to agree on the amount of costs otherwise to be assessed, 

and to signal the authority of the court, in an appropriate case, to fix costs, and to ensure 

parties are in a position to inform that process.  Where the court is confident it can reliably 

fix costs, it will do so with a view to avoiding undue delay and expense.  To that end, 

parties are asked, at all relevant times during the hearing of a matter, to be in a position to 

inform the court of the realistic assessment of the amount of the recoverable costs on 

either basis.  There is an important caveat.  As the practice direction says, “preferably 

parties should not, for this purpose, be put to the expense, and suffer the delay, of 

preparing a costs statement complying with the UCPR”.  Nevertheless, the court’s 
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expectation is that any estimate will be carefully formulated and realistic.  The practice 

direction includes related provision for an exchange of estimates, which may lead to 

agreement, but in the event that an assessment nevertheless becomes necessary, the 

level of the estimates exchanged may be taken into account by the assessor in the final 

determination of who should pay the costs of the assessment.  That is set up as an 

abbreviated form of the costs statement and response contemplated by the UCPR, 

abbreviated with a view to avoiding delay and expense. 

 

As you may gather from this two-pronged approach to the costs assessment issue, we are 

determined to modernize this area of registry and court administration, so that it better 

serves the interests of litigating parties. 

 

I hope are finding this important annual conference professionally invigorating, as well as 

being enjoyable.  

 

Part of my role is, with my wife, to support all stations of the court, and the profession 

throughout the State.  It is part of the role, but I assure you there is absolutely no burden 

attaching to it.  It is always a particular pleasure for us to attend this Conference. 


